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110. Modulated Sequence Spaces.

By Hidegor6 NAKANO.
(Comm. by K. KuNo(, l.J.,., Nov. 12, 1951.)

A collection R of sequences of real numbers (X, x, ...)is
called a squence space, if R is a linear space, i.e. R 9 (z, x., ...),
(y, y, ...) implies R (ax +Bye, axo.+ BYe, ...). For two sequence
spaces R and S, if there is a sequence of positive numbers a,

( 1, 2, ...) such that, putting y, ax, ( 1, 2, ...), we obtain
a one-to-one corresponding between (x, x., ...)R and (y, y., ...)e S,
then we shall say that R and S are equivalent to each other and

write R S
For a sequence of positive numbers p

_
1 ( 1, 2, ...), we

see easily that the totality of sequences (x,, ,, ...) subject to the

condition

: llaz, l, < +oo for some

constitutes a sequence space. This sequence space will be denoted
by l(p p.. ...). Furthermore, ptting

re(z) l
P

for x= (x,, x, ...),

we obtain a modular’ m on l(p,, p.,.,...), and putting

]lxl[= inf

we can introduce a norm’ .l[x[! into l(p,, p,...). Then l(p,, p,
...) is complete by this norm.’ Therefore, if l(p,, p, ...)
l(q,, q.,., ...), hen we can find positive numbers a, g such that

tl z 11 a I! Y i[, II YI B 1 zll for a just described one-to-one cor-
respondence l(p, p, ...) xyl(q,, q,

In this paper we shall prove the following theorems.

Theorem 1. In ord that (p, p, ...) (q q ...), it is

necessary and sucient that we have
q

atv-, <+ for somv a> O.

Here we make use of the convention a= 0.

1) H. Nakano: Modulared semi-ordered linear spaces, Tokyo Math. Book
Series, I (1950), 35.

2) Ibid., Theorems 44.8 and 43.6.
3) Ibid., Theorems 4(}.6 and 40.9.
4) Ibid., Theorem 30.28.
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Theorem 2. If lim p= l, then every weakly convergen series

in l(p, p..., ...) is strongly convergent.

1. Proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. For sequences of positive numbers $(- 1, 2,...),

if $+ oo implies (a)q.. / for so.me 0, and if
<+ impl@s (aS) <+ for som a> O, then we have

l(p,, p, ...) l(q,, q, ...).

Proof. According to the definition, we conclude easily from
the assumption that l(p, p, ...) l(q, q, ...) by the corres-
pondence

y, P, r*
x (=1,2,...),

(x, x: ...) e l (p, p: ...), (y, y: ...) el(q,, q: ...).
Lemma 2. If l (p, p ...) l (q q: ...) and the sequence

q ( 1, 2, ...) is bounded, then+ implies + ,
Proof. There is by assumption a sequence of positive numbers

(=1, 2, ...) such that x+ implies axq*+,
since q(= 1, 2, ) is bounded by assumption. Thus, if, + but ,,tq= +, then we have ap +,

and hence, putting q sup q, we can sellect a partial sequence

v (g 1, 2, ...) such that q, <p and

1(ap) < 2q for .
q

Then, putting x,=p2 for =v and x=0 for the other ,
we obtain

L(Z axe)’ Z(a2) +
p -1

for every positive number a, but

() , 2 +

contradicting the assumption that l(p,, p, ...) l(q, q, ...) by
the correspondence y ( I, 2, ...).

Pgq

Lmma . If a--q+ + for some a O then we have
p,, p:, )- l(q,,
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Proof.
number < 1. If + oo, then we have

(.0 (.)+ (.)

pqy

We can assume that .1,-+ , for a positive

because we have 1 except for a finite number of , and if
pq’

1, -a’, then we have p q and (a$) a- We
also can prove likewise that :$ + oo implies

Therefore we obtain l(p,, p,...) (q, q,...) by Lemma 1.

Lemma 4. _If l (p p,, ...) l(q, q, ...) and th sequence
q(r 1, 2,...) s bounded, then w

a- + oo for some . O.

Proof. Considering partial sequences, we recognize easily that
we need only prove the case where p .% q (, ----1, 2, ...). If

] ,’:q + oo for every , 0, then we can determine a partial
sequence (- 1, 2,...) such that

Then putting \-/ for . +, we have

for q-- sup q. Therefore we can
,y=,l, 2....

l(q, q, ...) by Lemma 2.
not have l(p, p, ...)

1 1 1Lemma 5. If--1 +__=1, ---+-7.=1 (v l 2, ...), then
p. p q q

l(p p.,., ....) - l(q q, is equivaent to l(p’ p, )
l(q;, q;, ...).
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Proof. l(p, p,...) is the conjugate space of l(p, p.,...),
considering every x (xl, x;, ...) l(pf, p, ...) as a linear func-
tional on l(p,, p.,...) by

x’(x)- xx for x-- (x, x, ...)el(p, p:, ...).

Similarly l(q;, q;, ...) is the conjugate space of l(q, q, ...).
Thus we obtain easily our assertion by the definition of the con-
jugate space.

Lemma 6. If (pj p, .) (ql q, ...), then we have

for some aO.

Proof. If one of sequences p, and q ( 1, 2, ...) is bounded,
then there is by Lemma 4 a positive number al for which

,a’-’t<: + , and we have obviously av-qta’v-qi( 1,
2, ...). Thus, considering partial sequences, we recognize easily
that we need only prove the case where p q2 (, 1, 2,...).
In this case, putting --1 +__1 1, --+--=1, we have pq2

p p q q
(, 1, 2, ...) and l(p;, p, ...) (q;, q;, ...) by Lemma 5. Therefore

there is by Lemma 4 a positive numberal for which a’-’+ .
Since 1 (p-l)(q-l) we obtain then

q --p p-q

2. Proof of Theorem 2.

We assume firstly that p>l (,=1,2, ...) and limp=l.

If a sequence of sequences

x=(x.,xs.=, ...)l(p,,p., ...) (t=1,2, ...)

is weakly convergent to 0, then we have obviously lim x. --0 for
every ,--1, 2, ..., and sup ]]x[l +oo.,) Thus we can sup-

p=l, 2,

pose further that 11 x !1 1 (t 1, 2, ...) and hence m (x)

_
1.)

If there is a positive number e for which m (x) e ( 1, 2, ...),
tnen we can find a partial sequence , ( 1, 2,...) such that

5) Ibid., Theorem 54.14.
6) Ibld., Theorem 32.6.
7) Ibid., Theorem 40.12.
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pl+--I for __.
2

For _1 +_1_ 1 (r 1, 2, ...), putting y. 0 for r r and
P P

P

we have then p2+1 for vv, and

We obtain thus , y*’ + oo and hence (y,, y:, ...) l(p;,.,
4=1

...). However we have for every 1, 2,

+--I ]
+,--I 1

and this relation is impossible, because l(p;, p, ...) is the con-
jugate space o l(p,, p,...) and

Ixl (lx. i, x...], ...) ( 1, 2, ...)
also is weakly convergent to 0.s) Therefore, considering partial
sequences, we conclude easily lim m(x)---0, and hence lim Ilx 11---0.)

For x---(x, x, ...)/(1, 1, ...) we have obviously

II x il (x) l
"=1

Thus, if x (x. , x. :, ...) e i(1, 1, ...) is weakly convergent to
then we have lim]lx]]=0.’ Therefore, considering partial

sequences, we conclude Theorem 2.
Finally we remark that, putting

p--l+ 1 (-1, 2, ...)
log (log (v + 4))

we have lim p 1, but not l(p, p,,., ...) /(1, 1, ...) by Theorem

1, since we have for every a 0

a,-, , 0og (+ a))’’ +
4=1

8) H. Nakano: Discrete semi-ordered linear spaces (in Japanese), Functional
Analysis, I (1947-9) 204-207. I. Halperin and H. Nakano: Discrete seml-ordered
linear spaces, Canadian Jour. of Math., III (1951) 293-298, Lemma 1.

9) C.f. 1), Theorem 40.5.
10) J. Schur Ueber lineare Transformationen in der Theorie der unendlichen

Reihen, Jour. fiir reine und angew. Math. 151 (1921) 79-111. C.f. 8).


